
Crail Balcomie Links 
Crail, Fife 

 
 
Architect:  Old Tom Morris (1895) 
 
Tees  Par Yardage Rating  Slope 
 
White  69 5861  69.7  122 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 The thing I love about Scotland is that there are links courses with little reputation that are must plays 
for the true golf addicts.  The Balcomie Links at Crail sit about a half hour south of famed town of St. Andrews 
and does not carry any of the reputation of the courses in that immediate area.  But in some ways Crail, perched 
high on the rocks above the North Sea, with a unique combination of three par fives, six par threes, and nine par 
fours measuring a mere 5900 yards is one of the most fun filled afternoons of links golf you can play.  The 
vistas this course presents all through the round will have you repeatedly grabbing for your camera to capture 
another digital moment. 
 

The Crail Golfing Society was instituted in 1786 and is the seventh oldest golf club in the world.  Old 
Tom Morris laid out the holes of the Crail Balcomie Links in 1895 exposed across rugged and hilly terrain 
where the wind will batter your ball without compassion requiring you to play an unusual diversity of approach 
shots where the ground is your friend.  Tidbit, I have read that this first known course on record to use iron 
cases as hole liners.   

 
 The golf shop is a small, quaint affair perched high atop the Craighead ridge overlooking the course 
below.  The separate clubhouse replete with all sorts of memorabilia has an equally stunning view of the North 
Sea and the last four holes.  No practice facility I could find so it will be a couple of putts and then unleash it off 
the flight deck of the first tee.   
 
 What really makes the Balcomie Links unusual is the sequencing of holes which was clearly determined 
by the ground that nature presented to Old Tom.  It begins with a relatively easy downhill par four followed by 
a routine par 5 that climbs back up to a ledge overlooking the North Sea.   The golf challenge picks up quickly 
as the next three holes are played on the most exposed land on the links.  This is no time for heroics take the 
prudent land line on all shots. 
 
  From six on you are working back in the direction from whence you came.  The eighth, one of the 
longest par fours of the day, wanders back up the steep hill into the prevailing wind to a double green it shares 
with the eleventh.  From this green you can probably make out the Netherlands.   
 
 Three billy goat down, up, and down holes follow setting you up for a most interesting finish.  This part 
of the course the holes are so tightly configured that you will swear there are groups of eightsomes in front of 
you but it is likely just a second group playing up the adjacent hole.  Better check your Titleist carefully on 
every shot or you might find it has changed unexpectedly to a Srixon.     



 
Now it gets really funky as you will play four par threes in the last six holes.  It seems Old Tom 

struggled to fit in the full 18, but do not be fooled by that because this is one of the hardest scoring stretches of 
the day. 
 
 Mystical interlude:  Michael Murphy found enough intrigue in this place that he chose it as 
Burningbush, the fictional playground of Shivas Irons, in his famous book “Golf in the Kingdom”.  He used the 
Craighead hole (#13) and the quarry and caves beside it for the memorable scenes where Shivas Irons 
introduces the young traveler to the mystic truths of True Gravity and the perfect golf swing.  You too can pay 
homage with a visit to the caves as you make your way around the quarry path between the 14th green and the 
15th tee.   If you listen closely you may just make out the shuffling steps of Seamus MacDuff in the crevices 
behind you. 
 
 The final four holes are an eclectic finish to this unconventional track as they wind up and down the hills 
on a sliver of beachfront below the massive quarry wall facing the North Sea.  Once again the exposure to the 
wind makes the distance of the holes irrelevant to determining the difficulty of getting to the bar with a 
scorecard in tact.  It is a real thrill ride right to the end. 
 

Once you have had a chance to reflect on it, the Balcomie Links will remind you of the favorite rumpled 
sweatshirt you love to throw on for the yard work on Sunday mornings.  It is without pretense, comfortable, and 
has witnessed many of your most unheralded accomplishments without feeling a need to pass judgment.  
Balcomie Linkes presents an opportunity you don’t want to miss,  a memorable windy walk along the coast of 
Scotland with a baffin’ spoon in your hand. 

 
 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4  322 Yards  Boathouse 
 
From a perch between the golf shop and the club house the first tee looks down as the course unfolds below 
your feet.  The drop from tee to fairway is about 100 feet which means you are not failing to elevate the opening 
drive.  The proper driving line is the right bunker you can make out just short of the green.  The tricky part to 
this hole is the second shot which is likely just a short pitch to a green below you just across a transition berm 
that makes the pitch and run a bit unpredictable.  The green is very shallow with bunkers pinching three sides. 
 
 
#2 Par 5  493  Ower The Knowe 
 
This next one is the first of a number of “tandem” holes you will encounter through the day.  They are so close 
to one another they just seem to encroach on each other’s playing space.  You must be alert to incoming 
artillery from the other direction ( tee shots off the 12th tee).  Drive it to right center just  right of the bunker you 
see on the left of the fairway.  Check your distance left because you can reach this green but you have to hold a 
stiff line to not end up in some nasties right side of the small green.  The fairway run up to the green has a 
distinct pitch to the right so you must aim your approach left of the flag.  This is definitely a birdie opportunity 
so man up and take charge. 
 



 
 
#3 Par 3  177  The Briggs 
 
In my mind this is one of the coolest holes on the course, a very difficult blind par three with a long and narrow 
green that hangs precariously on the edge of the oblivion.  The lean of the ground is to the right all the way in so 
you have to work the ball up the left and let it feed down to the putting surface.  Right of the green it falls 
sharply to unplayable ground below the green so you must control your roll out no matter how long your final 
approach shot.  Middle of the green is your best bet in that the back of the green narrows making that pin a 
sucker punch. 
 
 
#4 Par 4  354  Fluke Dub 
 
The next two are just your typical difficult links dogear right par fours that wrap around the shore line.  They 
beckon you to cut the corner but you must resist the temptation or you will pay the price.  This is the more 
diminutive of the two.  Tee shot is aimed just inside the bunker on the left side of the bend in the dogleg at 
about 130.  The next is a shortish shot to an accessible green that has a sharp fall off back right.  Again use the 
ground to get the ball to end up where you intend. 
 
 
#5 Par 4  447  Hell’s Hole 
 
Genuinely heroic hole, the number one handicap index, this is another dogleg right above the sea.  Two full 
blasts are required with the sea menacing both of them.  Drive it left center just right of the greenside bunker 
from #6 where the fairway starts turning to the right.  The second is a full metal wood to a green set into the left 
hill creating a distinct lean to the right.  The bunker you see on the left is a good 65 yards from the green so 
don’t be fooled as you plan your approach line from that side. 
 
#6 Par 3  188  Wormiston 
 
Now entering the inside stretch, the next eight holes are not sea side but you will get some views and there is 
still plenty of wind influence on the high ground.  This three par is a tinch longer than the third hole but plays 
slightly downhill so the club choice is close to the same.  You are going back down the ramp you just played up 
on the approach shot on #5 to at a tilted green set at the foot of a substantial dune to your right.  Everything 
about this shot runs away from you and toward the two bunkers hanging out left of the green.  If you own a cut 
shot it would do well to employ it to hold against the landing slope.  If not you are going to have to negotiate 
the roll out by using the ground in front of the green.  Likely way to make a par is with a chip and a putt from 
just over the green. 
 
 
#7 Par 4  346  North Carr 
 
After a severe hike up the dune from the sixth green to this tee you get a spectacular look at a hole falling below 
your feet against the backdrop of the North Sea.  OB cordons the right of the driving area and the fall off the left 
over the dune you just traversed.  I like a 200 yard tee shot at the alignment pole in the center of the fairway to 



leave about 125 down the hill to a green set to the left behind a grass berm that crosses the hole on a diagonal.  
Much like the approach on #1 this is tricky because flying it to the green probably means trundling over the 
back and landing it short does not guarantee it can feed onto the green because of the berm impediment.  You 
will kick yourself if you walk off this green with worse than par. 
 
 
#8 Par 4  419  Breeches Buoy 
 
As the third handicap hole this one has some bite.  A slinging dogear left up the hill toward the sea the approach 
may play into a gale to a green totally exposed to the elements.  Drive it right to left to follow the curve and 
contour of the landing area.  It is a long second shot up the hill to the front of a double green (shared with #11) 
so make sure you are playing to the yellow flag here.  The green is a lamb chop shape with the meaty part to the 
left so you have more depth there.  Bunker on the right is about 35 yards short of the green so do not be fooled.  
Distinct tiering in this green will make the short pitches a challenge to keep close to the hole.  Make sure your 
hat is snuggly on your head as you walk onto the green or it may be on it’s way to Amsterdam before you have 
time to catch it.  Very difficult hole where bogey is quite acceptable. 
 
 
#9 Par 4  306  Dykeside 
 
There is something about this next one which will really grow on you as you think back on it later.  Short 
downhill par four that is baiting the big hitter to go for the green.  The deep, steep faced bunker short left of the 
green is plenty of reason not to take the bait.  As you have turned your back to the sea the wind is likely to be 
assisting so it is probably only a 200 yard shot to leave a pitch of 50 yards from in front of that bunker.  That is 
the aiming line on the hole.  Be aware that OB flanks the right side of the hole the last 150 yards and in so do 
not get fast and loose on an approach shot.   The green is long and narrow and hovers on a ledge (probably the 
Dyke they refer to in the name) with a distinct slope from back right to front left.  The approach pitch will likely 
turn left on the ground so plan the landing and run out accordingly.  A par is gratifying here because there are 
doubles and worse in that front bunker. 
 
#10 Par 4  336  Castle Yetts 
 
The topographical change here makes a huge difference in the playing distance of this hole compared to the last.  
Drive is left center to get the best angle to the green that is up a series of hills and set against the OB on the 
right.  The two eyeball bunkers create a visual gateway into a long green that once again pitches at you from 1 
to 7.  It is a club and some more on the approach depending on the wind influence.  This is a subtly difficult 
scoring hole. 
 
#11 Par 5  494  Lang Whang 
 
The first of consecutive five pars this one works back up the hill you just descended on the last two holes to the 
other half of the double green from #8.  Drive to center and then try to hit your approach as close to the green as 
you can.  You are playing the red flag this go round and the long leg of the lamb chop gives you almost 60 
yards of narrow green to work with.  Pinching bunkers frame the target on a 60 yard pitch.  You should get a 
birdie opportunity here. 
 



 
 
#12 Par 5  517  The Burn 
 
Standing on this tee looking back down the hill you just trudged up you will notice people on the left who 
appear to be in your fairway.  Likely they are since that is the adjacent second hole and the close proximity of 
these two fairways makes comingling of the players a regular affair here.  Drive is straight away down the 
slope.  In sizing up your second shot be aware that the burn which crosses the fairway at 60 yards has magnetic 
quality to it.  Probably best to lay up in front of it unless a wind at your back tells you the green is reachable.  
Approach shots into this putting surface can be aggressive to the flag since the tilt of the green is right back at 
you.  Once again a good scoring opportunity is available in this hole. 
 
#13 Par 3  214  Craighead 
 
First two of the four par threes on the inward nine are on these next two holes and they are totally different in 
look, strategy, and difficulty from each other.  The first one plays straight uphill over a rocky face covered in 
dense rough grass to a green perched at the top of the ridge just below the golf shop.  It is actually a blind green 
so this long shot is fearful.  Be cognizant of the wind in calculating club selection since it is already steeply 
uphill and worth one more without the breeze.  The bail room is on the right so I would aim a draw at the 
building just to the right of the green and try to turn it up the front.  The one bunker left of the green helps to 
frame the target.  This green has spectacular pitch and roll in it so even a bogie is a challenge if you miss this 
green  A par here picks up two on the field. 
  
 
#14 Par 3  147  The Cave 
 
Grab a snack in the shop before you head on to the last five, you are going to need the extra energy for a series 
of holes playing among the quarry rocks that require your full mental focus.  This second par three plays back 
down the cliff to a green that sits adjacent to the first green.  The view from the top is just jaw dropping and that 
does not include taking in one of the really cool green complexes you will see all day.  The green below is 
ringed by six bunkers and a bit of a false front on the right.  There is stepping in the green so you must try to 
advance the approach to the proper tier based on the day’s pin.  Depending on the wind it could be the hardest 
club calibration all day.  Once you are on this green turn 180 and take in the spectacular topographical view 
atop which you just played your shot.  You don’t see elevation changes like this on courses in the U.S. outside 
of Colorado.  
 
On the path to the next tee you will pass the cave in the foot of the Craighead rock formation that was the 
inspiration for Shivas Irons story in Michael Murphy’s “Golf In The Kingdom”.  It is worth stepping inside and 
sitting for a few minutes to take in the mystical aura of the place. 
 
 
#15 Par  4  264  Mill Dam  
 
As you walk around the path to the next tee you will hear waves crashing against the beach to your left, try not 
to be distracted.  This is a short uphill par four with the OB harrowing on the left, it is especially close to the left 
edge of the green so do not say you were not warned.  Hit as much as you care to up the right side just off the 



edge of the bunker about 60 yards from the green on the right.  You will now have an elevation pitch over the 
corner of the two bunkers close to the right side of the green to a green that tilts left toward the sea.  Hard part 
here is getting the approach to stay anywhere near the hole. 
 
 
#16 Par 3  162  Spion Kop 
 
The third par three on this side is a shorter sister to #13 playing straight up hill over a gorse wall with the sea 
breeze howling from your left.  This requires a strong iron shot playing a full club and a quarter more.  Aim is at 
the bunker on the right edge of the green turning it slightly left into the wind.  Like the last the green tips to the 
sea so controlling roll out of the approach is a challenge.  Every par three on this side demands a precision shot 
and is a difficult par to make. 
 
 
#17 Par 4  462  Road Hole 
 
Just a stunning visual from the high tee box of the clubhouse perched on the hill as you are moving back toward 
the foot of the quarry wall.  This usually plays downwind so you can haul off and hit it far here, but make sure 
the guys have cleared the 16th tee before you hit since you are hitting across their bow.  Once the ball stops 
trundling you will have a medium to shortish iron to a green tucked between rock and dunes.  Last bunker is 35 
yards short of the green on the right but this green leans front left to back right so you have to use the ground to 
control your roll out and stay on the green. 
 
#18 Par 3  205  The Quarry 
 
Properly named as this tee box is nestled into the quarry rocks and tucked behind some gorse bushes.  It is 
somewhat downhill to a green set on a 7 to 1 angle to the road that runs behind the green back up to the 
overlooking clubhouse.   I like a cut shot starting at the second to last bunker on the left working it’s way up the 
angle of the green.  The green has a steep tier back left so the ball will move toward the quarry wall on the 
ground.  Two putting this green is a challenge so stay focused to avoid the evil decree on your last hole of the 
day. 
 
  


